SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

As part of our extensive portfolio, Findorff has proudly completed over one million square feet in the last 10 years alone for clients ranging from specialized science-based organizations and technological enterprises to numerous educational institutions and industrial operations.

In an industry driven by speed-to-market and high-quality performance metrics, Findorff’s knowledge in highly-regulated and complex environments makes us a valued and effective partner to various science-and-technology-based clients. Our focused expertise, accompanied by leading preconstruction, construction, and post-construction services, has proudly earned us a reputable foundation throughout the Midwest.

Findorff’s services additionally guide clients in the planning, budgeting, and construction of specialized spaces including: cGMP manufacturing facilities, ISO classified clean rooms BSL labs, and pilot plants. By collaborating with project owners and employing innovative building solutions, Findorff is also able to support the scaling of various manufacturing processes as well as the logistics, safety, procurement, commissioning and scheduling activities necessary to ensure quality craftsmanship.

RECENT & VALUED CLIENTS

- ABITEC
- Aldevron
- Bell Laboratories
- Catalent
- Cellular Dynamics
- Continental Mapping
- DuPont/Danisco
- Eurofins
- Exact Sciences
- Flugen
- Forward Biolabs
- Gammex
- GE Healthcare
- Illumina
- Mirus Bio
- PPD Inc.
- Research Products
- Scientific Protein Labs
- Shine Medical
- Ultradee
- University Research Park
- UW - Madison Biochemistry
- Vascugen
- Wisconsin State Crime Laboratory

MEET FINDORFF’S SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY EXPERT

Bob Hougard brings over 30 years of professional experience to his role as Findorff’s Project Executive - Science & Technology. Serving as a leading resource during the preconstruction, construction, commissioning, and project closeout activities, Bob is committed to ensuring quality results as well as supporting the vital goals for Findorff’s clients and their key stakeholders. Want to learn more?

Contact Bob at:

BOB HOUWARD
Project Executive - Science & Technology

CELL PHONE
414.659.0514

EMAIL
bhougard@findorff.com